
Labrador, 1306/360 Marine Parade
Coastal Living  ! Live the lifestyle every day

Renovated  Lifestyle Apartment  ! Perfect investment opportunity , Holiday letting
or long term lease !!-
Book you Private inspection Now !!

South facing renovated -Sunrise & Sunset , Broadwater , Amazing views - Surfers
Paradise & Hinterland views
Please read below , everything you need to know about this beautiful place in the
sun !!
Grand Apartments offer an idyllic Gold Coast lifestyle with all the premium resort
facilities here for you. Competitively priced, this spacious 2-bedrooms
apartment positioned on the 13th floor has a south west aspect with not only
Broadwater views but a stunning city skyline views  and panoramic views of the
hinterland. Perfect by day and breathtaking by night to enjoy a light breakfast or
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a chilled glass of wine at sunset. All while overlooking across to the mesmerizing
light of Surfers Paradise and the twinkling nightlights of the hinterland.
Enjoy a seamless indoor-outdoor living all year around, and why not when you
are right on the Gold Coast iconic ever-changing Broadwater and the gateway
to the Coral Sea!

The spacious open plan living allows for easy entertaining from the inside to the
outside to truly enjoy all aspects of this lifestyle or investment opportunity.

Stylist and fresh in design this apartment has been completely renovated to take
full advantage of south west facing location in the Grand Apartments on Marine
parade.  Open the door to a luxury apartment like no other within the Grand
apartments with a vibrate freshly painted white interior, elegant parquet flooring
has been laid throughout this stylist sub penthouse. The current owner has not
spared any expense to create a statement of serenity and a home to
complement its environment.

A new  sparkling white kitchen with stone bench tops  integrated (built in
cabinetry) large stainless  steel  fridge /freezer, Miele washing machine & dyer,
dishwasher, glass door wine fridge in the large free standing island bench, loads
of storage and  stainless-steel appliances. The new two-way bathroom offers
seamless glass shower, fresh wall & floor tiles and finished with a new vanity &
tapware.

This high end two-bedroom apartment with air conditioning, ceiling fans offers a
well-appointed second bedroom with classic black framed sliding doors, a
modern designed fold down bed a wall of brilliant white storage cabinetry and a
Sony flat screen TV mounted on the wall. The master suite is well appointed &
spacious with quality window furnishings & white timber shutters, balcony
access and breathtaking views that will make you feel alive morning or night.

The spacious open plan alfresco balcony with sliding weather shutter, allows for
easy entertaining from the inside to the outside to truly enjoy all aspects of this
stunning property
Close to everything the northern Gold Coast has to offer!!

Situated across from well-known Charis Seafoods and with restaurants & cafes
at your doorstep you will not even need a car, every day will feel like a holiday.
Forever, breathtaking views, location & Fabulous dinning lifestyle!!

The property is an ideal lifestyle choice for downsizers or the savvy investors with
a solid investment opportunity to include in the holiday pool with healthy income,
while enjoying holiday for the family during the year.  Located on the 13th floor
with a south east aspect, you can enjoy the idyllic and serene coastal breezes
filling this property & providing the ultimate address to call home!

Enjoy all that the Gold Coast has to offer within a short distance.... breathtaking
views, fine and casual dining just downstairs and mesmerising strolls along the
Broadwater and Parklands just at your doorstep.
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Labrador /Broadwater is one of the Gold Coast most exciting & sort after
locations for buyers and investors in the last 5 years with large growth and
infrastructure.
In addition to all the fantastic facilities that are available at The Grand
apartment & Hotel including swimming pool, gym, sauna and spa, there is the
beautiful Broadwater, sandy beach and swimming lagoon. The famous Charis
fish market & pelic
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